FINISHES / NOTES
BRICK SLIP SYSTEM WITH INTEGRATED MESH BACKING: 10 STANDARD UNOBRUKED COLOURS AVAILABLE. SPECIALS TO ORDER
3mm Mapei Adhesive
BRICKSPAN PRE MIXED POINTING ADHESIVE TO JOINTS. VARIOUS COLOURS AVAILABLE
12mm FermaCell or Equivalent Lining Board
GRADE 6063 T6 MILL FINISH
GRADE 6063 T6 MILL FINISH: VARIABLE BRACKETS AND SIZES

KEY COMPONENT LEGEND
1. BRICKSPAN MINERAL SLIP SYSTEM
2. BRICKSPAN ADHESIVE
3. BRICKSPAN POINTING
4. LINING BOARD
5. VERTICAL ALUMINIUM T SECTION SUPPORT
6. ALUMINIUM BRACKET WITH ISOLATION PAD

INDICATIVE FINISHES NOT BY TELLING E.G.
- INSULATION
- BREATHER MEMBRANE
- CEMENT PARTICLE LINING BOARD
- STEEL FRAMING SYSTEM
- INTERNAL FINISHES
- GLAZING SYSTEMS AND SEALS
- CLOSURE TRIMS / FLASHINGS
- JOINT SEALANTS / BACKING ROD
- SUBSTRATE FIXINGS

LOW MODULUS NEUTRAL CURE MASTIC
NOTE: THESE STANDARD DETAILS DO NOT INCORPORATE FIRE BARRIER REQUIREMENTS AROUND WINDOW OPENINGS AND FLOOR SLABS. THESE INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS MUST BE REVIEWED WITH THE LOCAL FIRE INSPECTOR BEFORE FINALISATION OF DETAILS.
NOTE: THESE STANDARD DETAILS DO NOT INCORPORATE FIRE BARRIER REQUIREMENTS AROUND WINDOW OPENINGS AND FLOOR SLABS. THESE INTERFACING REQUIREMENTS MUST BE REVIEWED WITH THE LOCAL FIRE INSPECTOR BEFORE FINALISATION OF DETAILS.
NOTE:

THESE STANDARD DETAILS DO NOT INCORPORATE FIRE BARRIER REQUIREMENTS AROUND WINDOW OPENINGS AND FLOOR SLABS. THESE INTERFACING REQUIREMENTS MUST BE REVIEWED WITH THE LOCAL FIRE INSPECTOR BEFORE FINALISATION OF DETAILS.
NOTE:
THESE STANDARD DETAILS DO NOT INCORPORATE FIRE BARRIER REQUIREMENTS AROUND WINDOW OPENINGS AND FLOOR SLABS. THESE INTERFACING REQUIREMENTS MUST BE REVIEWED WITH THE LOCAL FIRE INSPECTOR BEFORE FINALISATION OF DETAILS.
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NOTE:
THESE STANDARD DETAILS DO NOT INCORPORATE FIRE BARRIER REQUIREMENTS AROUND WINDOW OPENINGS AND FLOOR SLABS. THESE INTERFACING REQUIREMENTS MUST BE REVIEWED WITH THE LOCAL FIRE INSPECTOR BEFORE FINALISATION OF DETAILS.

EXTERNAL CORNER DETAIL

KEY COMPONENT LEGEND

1. BRICKSPAN MINERAL SLIP SYSTEM
2. BRICKSPAN ADHESIVE
3. BRICKSPAN POINTING
4. LINING BOARD
5. VERTICAL ALUMINIUM T SECTION SUPPORT
6. ALUMINIUM BRACKET WITH ISOLATION PAD

INDICATIVE FINISHES NOT BY TELLING P/L:

INSULATION
BREATHABLE MEMBRANE
CEMENT PARTICLE / LINING BOARD
STEEL FRAMING SYSTEM
INTERNAL FINISHES
GLAZING SYSTEMS AND SEALS
CLOSURE TRIMS / FLASHINGS
JOINT SEALANTS / BACKING ROD
SUBSTRATE FIXINGS
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A SERIES - RAINSCREEN VERTICAL T TO HELPING HAND BRACKET TO SFS

EXTERAL CORNER DETAIL
NOTE:
THESE STANDARD DETAILS DO NOT INCORPORATE FIRE BARRIER REQUIREMENTS AROUND WINDOW OPENINGS AND FLOOR SLABS. THESE INTERFACING REQUIREMENTS MUST BE REVIEWED WITH THE LOCAL FIRE INSPECTOR BEFORE FINALISATION OF DETAILS.
NOTE:

THESE STANDARD DETAILS DO NOT INCORPORATE FIRE BARRIER REQUIREMENTS AROUND WINDOW OPENINGS AND FLOOR SLABS. THESE INTERFACING REQUIREMENTS MUST BE REVIEWED WITH THE LOCAL FIRE INSPECTOR BEFORE FINALISATION OF DETAILS.

WINDOW HEAD DETAIL

SEE BMSS-AD11 FOR PANEL RETURN OPTION
NOTE:
THESE STANDARD DETAILS DO NOT INCORPORATE FIRE BARRIER REQUIREMENTS AROUND WINDOW OPENINGS AND FLOOR SLABS.
THESE INTERFACING REQUIREMENTS MUST BE REVIEWED WITH THE LOCAL FIRE INSPECTOR BEFORE FINALISATION OF DETAILS.

Drawing Title: WINDOW CILL DETAIL

Material: BRICKSPAN MINERAL SLIP SYSTEM

Series: A SERIES - RAINSCREEN VERTICAL T TO HELPING HAND BRACKET TO SFS

Scale: 1:5

Page No.: A3

© Telling Architectural Ltd
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Tel: 01902 797 700
Fax: 01902 797 720
NOTE:
THESE STANDARD DETAILS DO NOT INCORPORATE FIRE BARRIER REQUIREMENTS AROUND WINDOW OPENINGS AND FLOOR SLABS. THESE INTERFACING REQUIREMENTS MUST BE REVIEWED WITH THE LOCAL FIRE INSPECTOR BEFORE FINALISATION OF DETAILS.

KEY COMPONENT LEGEND
- BRICKSPAN MINERAL SLIP SYSTEM
- BRICKSPAN ADHESIVE
- BRICKSPAN POINTING
- LINING BOARD
- VERTICAL ALUMINIUM T SECTION SUPPORT
- ALUMINIUM BRACKET WITH ISOLATION PAD

REMOVABLE AND INTERCHANGEABLE FINISHES NOTTel EiNG
- INSULATION
- BREATHABLE MEMBRANE
- CEMENT PARTICLE / LINING BOARD
- STEEL FRAMING SYSTEM
- INTERNAL FINISHES
- GLAZING SYSTEMS AND SEALS
- CLOSURE TRIMS / FLASHINGS
- JOINT SEALANTS / BACKING ROD
- SUBSTRATE FIXINGS

SEE BMSS-AD12 FOR PANEL RETURN OPTION
NOTE:
THESE STANDARD DETAILS DO NOT INCORPORATE FIRE BARRIER REQUIREMENTS AROUND WINDOW OPENINGS AND FLOOR SLABS. THESE INTERFACING REQUIREMENTS MUST BE REVIEWED WITH THE LOCAL FIRE INSPECTOR BEFORE FINALISATION OF DETAILS.

KEY COMPONENT LEGEND
1. BRICKSPAN Mineral Slip System
2. BRICKSPAN Adhesive
3. BRICKSPAN Pointing
4. Lining Board
5. Vertical Aluminium T Section Support
6. Aluminium Bracket with Isolation Pad

INDICATIVE FINISHES NOT BY TELLING EQ.
- Insulation
- Breather Membrane
- Cement Particle / Lining Board
- Steel Framing System
- Internal Finishes
- Glazing Systems and Seals
- Closure Trims / Flashings
- Joint Sealants / Backing Rod
- Substrate Fixings
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BRICKSPAN MINERAL SLIP SYSTEM
Series :
A SERIES - RAINSCREEN VERTICAL T TO HELPING HAND BRACKET TO SFS

CLADDING ABUTMENT DETAIL
NOTE: THESE STANDARD DETAILS DO NOT INCORPORATE FIRE BARRIER REQUIREMENTS AROUND WINDOW OPENINGS AND FLOOR SLABS. THESE INTERFACING REQUIREMENTS MUST BE REVIEWED WITH THE LOCAL FIRE INSPECTOR BEFORE FINALISATION OF DETAILS.

**Key Component Legend**

1. Brickspan Mineral Slip System
2. Brickspan Adhesive
3. Brickspan Pointing
4. Lining Board
5. Vertical Aluminium T Section Support
6. Aluminium Bracket with Isolation Pad

Indicative finishes not by Telling E.g.

- Insulation
- Breather Membrane
- Cement Particle / Lining Board
- Steel Framing System
- Internal Finishing
- Glazing Systems and Seals
- Closure Trims / Flashings
- Joint Sealants / Bonding Rod
- Substrate Fixings

**Drawing Information**

Drawing Title: Window Head Panel Return Detail
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**Material**

- BMSS-AD11
- 1:5
- A3
- JAN 16
- AS
NOTE:

THESE STANDARD DETAILS DO NOT INCORPORATE FIRE BARRIER REQUIREMENTS AROUND WINDOW OPENINGS AND FLOOR SLABS. THESE INTERFACING REQUIREMENTS MUST BE REVIEWED WITH THE LOCAL FIRE INSPECTOR BEFORE FINALISATION OF DETAILS.

KEY COMPONENT LEGEND

- BRICKSPAN MINERAL SLIP SYSTEM
- BRICKSPAN ADHESIVE
- BRICKSPAN POINTING
- LINING BOARD
- VERTICAL ALUMINIUM T SECTION SUPPORT
- ALUMINIUM BRACKET WITH ISOLATION PAD

INDICATIVE FINISHES NOT BY TELLING EG:
- INSULATION
- BREATHER MEMBRANE
- CEMENT PARTICLE LINING BOARD
- STEEL FRAMING SYSTEM
- INTERNAL FINISHES
- GLAZING SYSTEMS AND SEALS
- CLOSURE TRIMS / FLASHINGS
- JOINT SEALANTS / BACKING ROD
- SUBSTRATE FIXINGS

BRICKSPAN MINERAL SLIP SYSTEM

A SERIES - RAINSCREEN VERTICAL T TO HELPING HAND BRACKET TO SFS

WINDOW JAMB PANEL RETURN DETAIL
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NOTE:
THESE STANDARD DETAILS DO NOT INCORPORATE FIRE BARRIER REQUIREMENTS AROUND WINDOW OPENINGS AND FLOOR SLABS. THESE INTERFACING REQUIREMENTS MUST BE REVIEWED WITH THE LOCAL FIRE INSPECTOR BEFORE FINALISATION OF DETAILS.

BRICKSPAN MINERAL SLIP SYSTEM
BRICKSPAN ADHESIVE
BRICKSPAN POINTING
LINING BOARD
VERTICAL ALUMINIUM T SECTION SUPPORT
ALUMINIUM BRACKET WITH ISOLATION PAD

INDICATIVE FINISHES NOT BY TELLING E.G.
INSULATION
BREATHING MEMBRANE
CEMENT PARTICLE/LINING BOARD
STEEL FRAMING SYSTEM
INTERNAL FINISHES
GLAZING SYSTEMS AND SEALS
CLOSURE TRIMS/FLASHINGS
JOINT SEALANTS/BACKING ROD
SUBSTRATE FIXINGS
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MOVEMENT JOINT DETAIL